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The ICC Upper Great Plains Region III Educational Institute has become a regular midwinter event at the Oak Ridge Hotel & Conference Center in Chaska, MN. This year’s
Institute will be one of the largest ever. We have decided to offer as many seminars
as the site can accommodate. We will be offering 47 different seminars providing
53 days of specialized training in all aspects of code administration. This year will
offer several multi-day Certification Test Academies for those preparing to take ICC
certification exams.
In addition to 25 days of ICC seminars, IAPMO will provide 3 days on the Minnesota
Plumbing Code. Other topical seminars include: Management issues facing the
code official, site inspection issues, plan review, fire protection systems, plumbing,
mechanical, housing, and 2018 Significant Changes to the IBC, IRC, IFC, IMC & IFGC.
A returning feature this year will be the opportunity to take ICC certification exams
and MN Certification & Licensing exams while attending the Institute. Based on the
success of the past few years, this will be a permanent event at future Institutes.
Other activities during the week will include the popular Sunday hospitality room,
Tuesday night dinner outing at a local restaurant, Chapter recognition awards,
and Region III, AMBO, FMAM and MAHCO Board & membership meetings. The
meeting schedules have been adjusted to accommodate regional attendance at the
membership meetings. AMBO is offering a free day of registration to any ICC Chapter
President who attends the Region III Institute. See the Key Information on page 18 of
this brochure for details.
Finally, this year’s Institute will proudly feature the annual presentation of the Brent
Snyder Education Award. This Region III award is in honor of one of the best code
instructors of our time. When approached by Region III before his death on our
plans to honor his legacy, Brent said, “Just make sure you give it to someone who
is dedicated to training and teaching code officials.” We plan to do just that.
We are looking forward to seeing many new faces and renewing old acquaintances
at the 2019 ICC Upper Great Plains Region III Educational Institute. Make plans to join
us for this unique networking and training opportunity in February.
Remember, as Brent Snyder was fond of saying, “Life is good!”
President Tom Paisley
ICC Upper Great Plains Region III

“Creating New Partnerships & United For Safer Buildings”
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2019 ICC Upper Great Plains Region III
Educational Institute
Session Descriptions
7 a.m. Sign In • 8 a.m. Sessions Begin • 12 p.m. – 1 p.m. Lunch • 4:30 p.m. Conclusion

CODE ENFORCEMENT
MONDAY 2/4/19
Constructing an Exceptional Inspector
Session 900
This course designates the skill sets that contribute to the development of an exceptional
inspector. This scenario-based training will define the strategies to enhance the inspector’s
skills and implement strategies to assist the inspector’s efficiency.
Instructor: Kelvin Beene, City of Aurora, IL
TUESDAY 2/5/19
AM
Nuisance Abatement of Properties
Session 901
This course references the necessity of nuisance abatement and how it impacts your city.
This course also identifies strategic difficulties in securing properties via board-ups and
other methods.
PM

Animal Care & Control and Code Enforcement Team Tactics
This course discusses the importance of both entities collaborating to improve the safety
and security of animals and the responsibilities of pet ownership in your city. The secondary
focus of this course is the identification of animal cruelty and your requirement to address
cruelty issues.
Instructor: Kelvin Beene, City of Aurora, IL

WEDNESDAY 2/6/19
AM
A Servant Leadership Mentality
Session 902
This course assists in understanding the importance of the servant leadership model.
These strategies will change the culture of your department, division and the identity of
your inspectors when embraced by leadership.
Instructor: Kelvin Beene, City of Aurora, IL
PM

Bridging the Communication Gap in Code Enforcement
The future of public service is under intense scrutiny and review as to its effectiveness
and whether it provides value for money spent by taxpayers. They see the civil service as
large and bureaucratic, serving as an employment agency rather than a provider of efficient
services. To bridge that gap, a more concerted effort must be made to bring information
to the public in layman’s terms. This course is designed to assist code enforcement
professionals with tools to develop better internal and external communication.
Instructor: Marcus Kellum, Metric One Training & Consulting
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THURSDAY 2/7/19
Procedure for Officers and Inspectors
Session 903
A code enforcement officer or inspector in a municipality should command respect and
confidence. This course is designed to reflect knowledge of how code enforcement officers
and inspectors can integrate best practices into their service delivery. Segments of the
training will include the concept of creating an “Action Register” to track important tasks
and deliverables. To manage work more efficiently, the Code Enforcement Continuum will
be introduced as a tool to determine the level of enforcement necessary to close the case.
Instructor: Marcus Kellum, Metric One Training & Consulting
FRIDAY 2/8/19
AM
Legal Aspects of Code Administration
Session 904
This course will provide an understanding of the legal foundation upon which code
enforcement rests. Participants will learn many of the legal parameters in which they
must work, including the history of ordinances and their enforcement, the hierarchy of
laws and courts, the structure of local government, constitutional provisions relating to
enforcement cases, “home rule,” state laws relevant to enforcement cases, common
ordinance provisions, types of court proceedings and the courts in which they are brought.
PM

Dealing with Regulatory Inspections
Many cities and counties have adopted new laws to regulate tourist accommodations
(hotels, motels and extended stays), and multi-family communities (apartment homes).
This course is designed to help code officials understand their mission and purpose as
they relate to protecting the public’s health, safety and welfare; while ensuring every
citizen the right to a clean, enjoyable place to live regardless of whether they are living
or staying in a hotel, motel, extended stay, or living in an apartment.
Instructor: Marcus Kellum, Metric One Training & Consulting

HOUSING
TUESDAY 2/5/19, WEDNESDAY 2/6/19 & THURSDAY 2/7/19 (3-DAY SEMINAR)
Property Maintenance & Housing Inspector Certification Test Academy
Session 915
This 3-day Academy features expert ICC instruction and includes interactive review
exercises, practice exams and individual and group-based activities to help you get better
prepared to take the Property Maintenance & Housing Inspector exam. Throughout the
academy you will be given an opportunity to answer questions that reference the exam.
Instructor: John Gibson, ICC Staff
TUESDAY 2/5/19
IPMC & Dangerous Buildings
Session 911
This course provides an overview of housing and property maintenance inspections as
outlined in the International Property Maintenance Code®. Defining and identifying
specific ways to handle dangerous buildings will be discussed. This course will assist
code personnel who are seeking a better understanding of how to approach property
maintenance inspection, how to conduct a thorough inspection and how to follow through
with appropriate enforcement actions.
Instructor: Steve Thomas, Colorado Code Consulting
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WEDNESDAY 2/6/19
Testing for Duct & Building Leakage for Code Compliance
Session 912
Is there a thief in your ductwork? Could it be your house? There are more than a million
miles of ductwork in U.S. homes. Industry experts estimate that more than two-thirds
of such ducts are leaky enough to justify sealing or repair. Leaky ducts can significantly
increase air conditioning and heating bills, dramatically reduce equipment capacity and
performance, as well as result in potentially dangerous indoor air quality problems. In
fact, duct leakage is responsible for many of the comfort complaints experienced by
homeowners today.
Instructor: Bob Dwyer, CSME Carbon Monoxide Safety Association; Frank Spevak, The
Energy Conservatory
THURSDAY 2/7/19
Carbon Monoxide Safety at Home, at Work, at Play; CO Safety Everyday
Session 913
Who is responsible for the air you breathe on the job or anywhere else? What do you
know about CO (carbon monoxide)? We have all been carbon monoxide poisoned to some
degree and likely will be again. We are a combustion culture and we can expect CO to
be produced often and from a variety of sources. This is not just a heating contractor’s
problem but the HVAC technician is on the front line.
Instructor: Bob Dwyer, CSME Carbon Monoxide Safety Association; Frank Spevak, The
Energy Conservatory
FRIDAY 2/8/19
AM
Methamphetamine: What You Need to Know
Session 914
This course will help inspectors to identify potential meth labs on properties. Topics include
signs of meth production to look for; what finished product looks like; health effects of
taking and exposure to meth; environmental effects; legal issues.
PM

Public Health Nuisances, From a Health Department Perspective
This course will identify Public Health Nuisances (PHN); different types of nuisances;
what agencies are involved; where do PHNs happen and why they are a problem; how the
inspector declares a PHN and manages the case and cleanup.
Instructor: Joe Jurusik, Hennepin County Environmental Health

PERMIT TECHNICIANS
MONDAY 2/4/19 & TUESDAY 2/5/19 (2-DAY SEMINAR)
Overview of the I-Codes for Permit Technicians
Session 920
This 2-day seminar provides the permit technician with the knowledge, skills and abilities
needed to perform their jobs in code administration: legal aspects, code language, code
enforcement, reading construction documents, performing plan reviews and the permitting
and inspection process. Participants will become familiarized with the International
Building Code® and the International Residential Code® and sharpen customer relations
skills.
Instructor: ICC Staff
MONDAY 2/4/19 & TUESDAY 2/5/19 (2-DAY SEMINAR)
Code Specialist Certification Test Academy
Session 921
This 2-day Academy provides instruction, individual and group interactive review exercises,
evening assignments and the opportunity to practice test taking. The topics that will be
covered include: customer service and communication, financial management, personnel
management, records management and code management.
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Instructor: Roger Axel, ICC Instructor

WEDNESDAY 2/6/19 & THURSDAY 2/7/19 (2-DAY SEMINAR)
Permit Technician Certification Test Academy
Session 922
The Permit Technician possesses the ability to exercise independent judgment in evaluating
situations and in making determinations at the issuance counter, and understands the
basic construction components and practices associated with the project. This 2-day
Academy will prepare individuals for the permit technician certification. It will familiarize
attendees with the reference materials as well as drill them with test questions. Experts in
the field will discuss how to answer the questions and provide a detailed overview of the
reference materials so that the test taker can take the certification exam with confidence.
		 Instructor: Roger Axel, ICC Instructor
BUILDING (RESIDENTIAL)
MONDAY 2/4/19
2018 IRC Significant Changes
Session 930
This course reviews, analyzes and familiarizes building officials, fire officials, plans
examiners, inspectors and design professionals with many of the significant changes from
2015 to 2018 International Residential Code®. This seminar also assists code users in
identifying the specific code changes that have occurred and understanding the reasons
behind these changes.
Instructor: John Gibson, ICC Staff
MONDAY 2/4/19
Residential Deck Design & Construction
Session 935
Plan reviewers, field inspectors, permit techs, and contractors attending this course will
receive a wide spectrum of information needed to determine minimum requirements for
deck construction. Participants will have the opportunity to review new and old code
sections, as well as partake in practical application scenarios. This course will be of
interest to architects, design professionals, contractors, and code enforcers.
Instructor: Russell Thornburg, Thornburg Code Consulting
TUESDAY 2/5/19
AM
Should it be Labeled – Safety Glazing
Session 936
One of the greatest potential sources for injuries (and the resulting lawsuits) in the built
environment is glass subject to human impact loads. This course examines in detail the
increasingly complex requirements from the International Building Code® and International
Residential Code® for glazing in hazardous locations. Information provided will allow
participants to make informed, code-conforming decisions about this critical area of
construction projects, including code requirements and exceptions. This course will
be of interest to contractors, building inspectors, plan examiners, architects and design
professionals.
PM
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Accessory Structures in the 2015 IRC
This seminar will cover building code requirements for the construction of many accessory
structures, including a brief overview of residential decks and porches. The topic will
address design and plan review considerations, construction documents, and field
inspection issues. To supplement code language, numerous illustrations will be used to
generate interactive discussion.
Instructor: Russell Thornburg, Thornburg Code Consulting

WEDNESDAY 2/6/19
2015 IRC Plan Review
Session 932
Designed to provide a broad overview of the process for residential plan review, this
seminar will provide the basic steps involved to complete a comprehensive review of a
residence. This course will discuss the tools and process for conducting a residential plan
review. It will also increase your awareness of the necessary items required to ensure code
compliance of the homes built in your jurisdiction.
Instructor: Steve Thomas, Colorado Code Consulting
WEDNESDAY 2/6/19
AM
Alternate Materials & Tested Methods: IRC & Referenced Standards
Session 937
Setting the base for code-built environments saves all groups time and money. When
the groundwork is laid the project will have greater success in the office and in the field.
This course will offer builders opportunities to use alternate materials that can set them
apart from their competitors and allow the inspection department to document the intent
of the code.
PM

The Lowdown on Spray Foam Insulation
This course is designed to review the old and new standards that are found in the 2015
International Residential Code®, specifically addressing when and which barriers are
required for open basements, crawl spaces, and attics. Some evaluation reports will
be reviewed for clarification, and third-party testing will be used to determine code
compliance. Participants will gain a broad perspective on the application of SPF and gain
the knowledge to apply code and evaluation reports accurately.
Instructor: Russell Thornburg, Thornburg Code Consulting
THURSDAY 2/7/19
2015 IRC Inspections
Session 933
This seminar provides new residential inspectors with basic techniques and
an understanding of conducting inspections of one-and two family dwellings and townhouse
buildings. Topical discussions will include preparation, presentation and inspections of
the building, plumbing, mechanical and electrical portions of a building.
Instructor: Steve Thomas, Colorado Code Consulting
FRIDAY 2/8/19
2015 IRC Townhouse Fire & Life Safety Principles
Session 934
Participants will be better able to apply the fire and life/safety provisions for townhouse
construction using the 2015 International Residential Code®. This course addresses issues
based on exterior wall and opening protection, separation of dwellings and dwelling units
and means of egress. In addition, it compares the similarities and differences between
the IRC and the International Building Code® related to residential dwelling construction.
Through case studies, participants will be able to use practical generalizations so that
they can examine critical concepts of fire separation related to two-family dwellings and
townhouses in the IRC. They will also be able to correctly use and apply related tables
and provisions.
Instructor: John Gibson, ICC Staff
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BUILDING (COMMERCIAL)
MONDAY 2/4/19
2015 IBC Care Facilities Provisions
Session 940
This course will address provisions in the 2015 International Building Code ® and
referenced standards relating to the design and construction of care facilities, such as
medical care, custodial care, ambulatory care and day care facilities. It will focus on the
specific decision making needed to apply the provisions appropriately by highlighting
the differences between the various types of care activities. The seminar will include
a discussion on how the length of stay, number of care recipients, degree of care and
capability/incapability of self-preservation all relate to the occupancy classification and
resultant code requirements. Smoke compartments, dwelling and sleeping unit separations,
incidental use separations and other special condition provisions are also addressed.
Unique provisions will be highlighted in the areas of accessibility, type of construction,
fire protection, means of egress and interior finishes.
Instructor: Jay Woodward, ICC Staff
MONDAY 2/4/19
2015 IBC Means of Egress
Session 945
This course addresses numerous provisions in the 2015 International Building Code®
(IBC®) where the code contains requirements pertaining to establishing a means of egress
in buildings. Attendees will be presented with specific problems related to means of
egress and will be asked to solve each case study. This course is intended to help plan
reviewers or building code officials responsible for plan review identify those areas where
plan review will include compliance with the IBC. Attendees will participate in activities
that involve a set of plans provided.
Instructor: Doug Thornburg, ICC Staff
TUESDAY 2/5/19
Firestop Plan Review and Inspection
Session 941
Firestopping has become a hot topic because of the new firestop inspection requirements
in the 2012/2015 (IBC®). This course is designed for plans examiners, fire and building
inspectors, contractors, architects and engineers. We will review the requirements of
Sections 714 and 715 of the IBC for joint systems, perimeter containment, through
and membrane penetrations, and discuss the new ASTM firestop inspection standards.
Participants receive an overview of the residential requirements of fireblocking. This course
will also provide code-compliant solutions along with helpful hints for plans examiners
and inspectors.
Instructor: Brice Miller, Fire Containment Training Services, LLC
THURSDAY 2/7/19
2015 IBC Performing Nonstructural Plan Review
Session 943
This course presents the process of conducting commercial fire inspections, following
the provisions and requirements of the 2015 International Fire Code®. Specifically, the
course provides participants with checklists that enable those performing commercial fire
inspections to determine whether the materials, design, construction, installation and
location of building components comply with the code.
Instructor: ICC Staff
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FRIDAY 2/8/19
2018 IBC Significant Changes
Session 944
This course will identify important changes in the International Building Code® from the
2015 to the 2018 edition. Participants will be presented with those changes that will
most impact their use of the code when they adopt the 2018 IBC.
Instructor: Doug Thornburg, ICC Staff
FRIDAY 2/8/19
IBC Extreme Plan Review & Inspection
Session 949
This course addresses very large and unusual building plan reviews and inspections. This
course will focus on high-rise construction, atriums, very large buildings and unusual
projects. The course will also discuss the special inspection process and how to monitor
the S.I. program. The discussion will address the review and inspections of alternate
designs and performance-based design.
Instructor: Steve Thomas, Colorado Code Consulting

BUILDING (SPECIAL TOPICS)
MONDAY 2/4/19
Legal Aspects & Ethics for Building Departments
Session 950
The first part of this course provides individuals with guidelines for administering the
legal aspects of code enforcement, prosecution and maintenance. Topics will include
historical results of ignoring regulations, interpretation and application of pertinent laws
and theories of legal liability. The second part will discuss ethics, with a discussion of “real
world” issues that affect the perception and performance of the code enforcement staff.
Instructor: Steve Thomas, Colorado Code Consulting
TUESDAY 2/5/19
All Things Wood – How Wood Construction Complies with the Building Codes Session 951
This course will provide an overview of both current and new wood products and techniques.
It will discuss how they may be applied to future building designs and how they are being
used in projects across the nation today to comply with the International Building Code®
and International Residential Code®. The presentation will also include the most current
information on code development efforts associated with tall mass timber buildings in
the United States.
Instructor: Jim Smith, American Wood Council
WEDNESDAY 2/6/19
Minnesota Conservation Code for Existing Buildings
Session 952
This course will address the 2015 Minnesota Conservation Code for Existing Buildings,
including the details of the prescriptive compliance method, the work area compliance
method and the performance compliance method, along with several case studies of
recently completed projects. In addition, Level 1, 2 and 3 alterations will be covered,
along with changes in occupancy and historic buildings. This course is intended for
inspectors, plan reviewers, designers, contractors and others involved in projects involving
older buildings.
Instructor: Tim Manz & Mike Bunnell, MN Dept. of Labor & Industry
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THURSDAY 2/7/19
AM
Handling, Installing, Restraining, Bracing and Inspecting
Metal-Plate-Connected Wood Trusses
Session 953
This course will provide attendees with the information necessary to perform effective
framing inspections of metal-plate-connected wood (MPCW) roof and floor trusses. The
information typically sent with each truss delivery will be discussed, including BCSI
documents, the truss design drawings and truss placement diagram(s). This will provide
the attendees with a better understanding of the intended design, installation, restraint
and bracing of MPCW trusses. The crucial items to review during a truss framing inspection
will also be discussed. Participants will learn about safe, effective truss installation and
bracing, uplift connectors, and learn to conduct better inspections of truss roof and floor
assemblies.
PM

Today’s Wood Framing – Problems and Solutions
This course is intended to promote structurally sound wood frame construction practices.
Common roof, wall and floor framing issues and problems will be discussed. The information
learned in this course will help participants conduct better inspections because they are
more knowledgeable about key framing issues and problem areas and have learned valuable
solutions for dealing with these issues in the field.
Instructor: Minnesota Truss Manufacturers Association Staff
THURSDAY 2/7/19
Fire-Resistance-Rated Construction
Session 958
This course provides an in-depth look at the requirements of the 2018 International
Building Code® for fire-resistance-rated construction. It will start with a detailed look at
what is fire-resistance-rated construction, where it is required and what is the required
rating. From there, it will cover the practical aspects as detailed in Chapter 7, including
the unique requirements for structural elements, walls and horizontal assemblies, the
referenced standards, the testing process described in the referenced standards, and the
available methods of demonstrating code compliance.
Instructor: Rich Walke, UL, Inc.
FRIDAY 2/8/19
Building Department Disaster Preparedness
Session 954
This course is a short “nuts and bolts” effort to help building departments better prepare
for natural disaster emergencies and to react more effectively if one occurs in their
municipality. In emergency situations, such as floods, tornadoes, wildfires or massive soil
erosion, it is important that the building department responds immediately, knowledgeably,
and effectively for the community. Sound decisions must be made quickly to expedite the
inspection and reconstruction process. This seminar provides the guidance to expedite
those decisions using the Minnesota Building Official Disaster Preparedness Manual.
Attendees will receive a copy of the Minnesota Disaster Preparedness Manual.
Instructor: Roger Axel, AMBO Executive Officer
FRIDAY 2/8/19
Mixed Types of Construction Based on Provisions of IBC Section 510
Session 959
This course will cover the Section 510.2 special provisions based on a Type I-A Podium
building with a separate building of different construction above. The history of these
provisions, as well as the code requirements for each type of construction will be discussed.
Topics such as fire-resistive assemblies, vertical circulation, structural considerations,
parking, multi-family housing, and amenity spaces will be discussed along with the specific
code requirements for each.
Instructor: Larry Farris & Charles Robinson, BKV Group, Inc.
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2019 Region III

Monday
February 4, 2019

Tuesday
February 5, 2019

Code Enforcement

Constructing an Exceptional Inspector
Session 900

*Nuisance Abatement Of Properties
*Animal Care & Control and Code
Enforcement Team Tactics
Session 901
IPMC & Dangerous Buildings
Session 911

Housing

Permit Technicians

Building
(Residential)
Building
(Commercial)

Building
(Special Topics)

Property Maintenance & Housing Inspector
Certification Test Academy (3 DAY)
Session 915
Overview of the I-Codes for Permit Technicians (2 DAY)
Session 920
Code Specialist Certification Test Academy (2 DAY)
Session 921
2018 IRC Significant Changes
Session 930
Residential Deck Design & Construction
Session 935

*Should it Be Labeled--Safety Glazing
*Accessory Structures in the 2015 IRC
Session 936

2015 IBC Care Facilities Provisions
Session 940

Firestop Plan Review & Inspection
Session 941

2015 IBC Means of Egress
Session 945
Legal Aspects & Ethics for Building
Departments
Session 950

All Things Wood--How Wood Construction
Complies with the Building Codes
Session 951

2018 IFC Essentials
Session 960

2018 IFC Significant Changes
Session 961

Fire
2015 IFC Performing Commercial Fire Plan Reviews (2 DAY)
Session 965

Plumbing/
Mechanical

2015 UPC Residential & Commercial
Plumbing Inspections
Session 970

2015 Minnesota Plumbing Code
Drainage Systems
Session 971

Certification Exams
AMBO Membership Meeting
4:30 pm

Special Events

AMBO Board Meeting
6:00 pm

Evening Dinner Outing
6:00 pm (meet in lobby)
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Wednesday
February 6, 2019

Thursday
February 7, 2019

Friday
February 8, 2019

*A Servant Leadership Mentality
*Bridging the Communication Gap
in Code Enforcement
Session 902

Procedures for Officers and Inspectors
Session 903

*Legal Aspects of Code Administration
*Dealing with Regulatory Inspections
Session 904

Testing for Duct & Building Leakage for
Code Compliance
Session 912

Carbon Monoxide Safety at Home, at Work,
at Play; CO Safety Everyday
Session 913

*Methamphetamine: What You Need to Know
*Public Health Nuisances From a Health
Department Perspective
Session 914

Property Maintenance & Housing Inspector Certification Test Academy (3 DAY)
Session 915

Permit Technician Certification Test Academy (2 DAY)
Session 922
2015 IRC Plan Review
Session 932

2015 IRC Inspections
Session 933

2015 IRC Townhouse Fire & Life Safety Principles

2015 IBC Nonstructural Plan Review
Session 943

2018 IBC Significant Changes
Session 944

Session 934

*Alternate Materials & Tested Methods:
IRC & Referenced Standards
*The Lowdown on Spray Foam Insulation

Session 937

IBC Extreme Plan Review & Inspection
Session 949
Minnesota Conservation Code--for
Existing Buildings
Session 952

*Handling, Installing, Restraining, Bracing &
Inspecting Metal-Plate-Connected Wood Trusses
*Today’s Wood Framing--Problems & Solutions

Session 953
Fire-Resistance-Rated Construction
Session 958

2015 IFC Performing Commercial Fire
Inspections
Session 962

2015 IFC High-Piled Combustible Storage
Session 963

2018 IBC & IFC Fire Protection
Systems
Session 967

*2015 IFC Flammable Finishes
*2015 IFC Flammable & Combustible
Liquid Storage Tanks
Session 968

2015 Minnesota Plumbing Code Sizing
& Code Application Workshop
Session 972

2018 IMC Design, Installation &
Inspection Principles
Session 973

Building Department Disaster Preparedness
Session 954
Mixed Types of Construction Based on
Provisions of IBC Section 510
Session 959
* Fire Safety During Construction & Demolition
Historical Minnesota Fires
*Balancing Security with Fire Safety in Educational
Occupancies

Session 964

2018 IFGC Design, Installation & Inspection
Principles
Session 974
Verifying HVAC Combustion Equipment
Performance, Safety & Efficiency
Session 979

MN DLI Certification & Licensing Exams

ICC Certification Exams

Region III Board & Membership Meeting
12:30 pm
MAHCO Chapter Meeting
12:30 pm
FMAM Board Meeting
12:30 pm

WEDNESDAY SPECIAL EVENTS
ICC Book Store
Trade Show - Concourses

FIRE (SPECIAL TOPICS)
MONDAY 2/4/19 & TUESDAY 2/5/19 (2-DAY SEMINAR)
2015 IFC Performing Commercial Fire Plan Reviews
Session 965
This course addresses numerous provisions in the 2015 International Fire Code® (IFC®).
Where the fire code contains requirements applicable to construction, design, operations,
storage, use and handling that occur in a special occupancy, but that are not regulated
specifically by the 2015 IFC. The course is intended to help code enforcement officials
responsible for plan review to identify those areas where plan review will include compliance
with the IFC. Activities and discussions will further enhance participant learning.
Instructor: Scott Adams, ICC Instructor
MONDAY 2/4/19
2018 IFC Essentials
Session 960
®
This course will address the application of the International Fire Code administrative
requirements, occupancy classification, general precautions against fire, emergency
planning and preparedness, fire service features, interior finish, decorative materials and
furnishings, fire protection systems and means of egress, and provide an introduction to
hazardous materials. Activities and discussions will further enhance participant learning.
Instructor: Terrell Stripling, ICC Staff
TUESDAY 2/5/19
2018 IFC Significant Changes
Session 961
®
This course will identify important changes in the International Fire Code (IFC®) from
2015 to 2018 edition. Participants will be presented with those changes that will most
impact their use of the code when they adopt the 2018 IFC.
Instructor: Terrell Stripling, ICC Staff
WEDNESDAY 2/6/19
2015 IFC Performing Commercial Fire Inspections
Session 962
This course presents the process of conducting commercial fire inspections, following
the provisions and requirements of the 2015 International Fire Code®. Specifically, the
course provides participants with checklists that enable those performing commercial fire
inspections to determine whether the materials, design, construction, installation and
location of building components comply with the code.
Instructor: Scott Adams, ICC Instructor
WEDNESDAY 2/6/19
2018 IBC & IFC Fire Protection Systems
Session 967
This course is designed to guide participants through the 2018 International Fire Code®
requirements related to fire protection systems (Chapter 9). These requirements include
suppression systems, standpipe systems, automatic fire alarm systems, automatic detection
systems and additional fire protection assemblies.
Instructor: Terrell Stripling, ICC Staff
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THURSDAY 2/7/19
2015 IFC High-Piled Combustible Storage
Session 963
This course provides a basic understanding of the hazards associated with high-piled
combustible storage and introduces the participants to the provisions in Chapter 32 of
the 2015 edition of the International Fire Code®. This course places special emphasis
on the classification of commodities and understanding the design criteria in NFPA 13
for storage.
Instructor: Terrell Stripling, ICC Staff
THURSDAY 2/7/19
AM
2015 IFC Flammable Finishes
Session 968
Participants will be better able to have a basic understanding of the hazards and the
requirements for various flammable finishing activities based on the provisions in the
2015 International Fire Code®, 2015 International Mechanical Code®, and the 2011
National Electrical Code®.
PM

2015 Flammable & Combustible Liquid Storage Tanks
This course will discuss the requirements for underground and aboveground storage
tanks for flammable combustible liquids as outlined in International Fire Code® Chapters
6, 23 and 57. Storage tanks for flammable combustible liquids are used in a variety of
applications. In the interest of personal safety, this course will take an in-depth look at
these applications and how to apply the codes to remain compliant.
Instructor: Scott Adams, ICC Instructor

FRIDAY 2/8/19
AM
Fire Safety During Construction & Demolition
Session 964
This course looks at historical data as well as current precautionary measures being
instituted through temporary provisions at today’s jobsites. This course will also address
common risks and hazards, the general fire code, and site safety plan creation and
implementation based on requirements of Chapter 33 of the state fire code.
Historical Minnesota Fires
This presentation is a unique assemblage of the most historic fires to have taken place in
Minnesota. This presentation will examine each incident’s cause, behavior and response
effort. This course is designed to heighten our awareness of fire prevention and help
develop a positive perspective on fire resistive materials and construction.
PM
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Balancing Security with Fire Safety in Educational Occupancies
This course addresses the challenges of maintaining a secure environment for students
while ensuring they have an accessible means of egress in the event of a fire. This course
looks at ways the fire code can help promote a positive working relationship between
security and fire safety.
Instructor: Minnesota State Fire Marshal Division Staff

PLUMBING/MECHANICAL
MONDAY 2/4/19
2015 UPC Residential & Commercial Plumbing Inspections
Session 970
Walking onto a job site to perform plumbing inspections can be a bit intimidating. This
course discusses the major types of plumbing inspections required for commercial and
residential buildings and what to look for. Each type of inspection will include a discussion
of the major code provisions that need to be enforced and the systems and installations
that need to be checked. This is also a great opportunity to get tips learned over years
of experience regarding what to do, what traps to avoid, and common things that are
frequently overlooked.
Instructor: Dan Rademacher, IAPMO Staff
TUESDAY 2/5/19
2015 Minnesota Plumbing Code Drainage Systems
Session 971
A plumbing system relies on the interconnected drain, waste and vent systems (DWV) in
order to operate efficiently and safely. This course provides a detailed review and discussion
of the various drainage systems discussed in the code, including requirements for DWV,
traps and interceptors, and roof drainage systems. In-depth demonstrations on how to
properly size DWV systems will also take place with several opportunities to practice
sizing those systems. Upon completion of this course, participants will be better able to
locate and apply code provisions pertaining to drainage systems, better able to identify
the appropriate sizing requirements in the code and properly determine the correct pipe
sizing for the systems they encounter in the field.
Instructors: Dan Rademacher, IAPMO Staff
WEDNESDAY 2/6/19
2015 Minnesota Plumbing Code Sizing & Code Application Workshop
Session 972
This highly interactive workshop will provide participants with how-to instruction on
properly sizing water and DWV systems and apply their code knowledge while analyzing
mockups of plumbing system installations seen in the field. The sizing portion provides
participants with how-to instruction on properly sizing water and drain, waste and venting
systems and their components. During the second portion of the workshop, attendees
will examine drawings of plumbing systems and installations for code violations in a
cooperative and collaborative environment with their peers. Each drawing is designed to
challenge attendees on parts of the code that are frequently misunderstood or violated.
Instructors: Dan Rademacher, IAPMO Staff
THURSDAY 2/7/19
2018 IMC Design, Installation & Inspection Principles
Session 973
This course highlights key provisions of the 2018 International Mechanical Code® and
provides practice in applying key requirements. This seminar reinforces learning by
supplying immediate feedback or clarification. It walks attendees through the content
outline of the code book, and describes key sections.
Instructors: Jerry Flanik, ICC Instructor
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FRIDAY 2/8/19
2018 IFGC Design, Installation & Inspection Principles
Session 974
This course provides a basis for the correct use of the code in the design, plan review,
inspection, and analysis of projects. It will provide a clear understanding of and correct
use for the requirements identified by basic code provisions, tables and topics. This
course allows code users to apply the code in clear-cut situations and helps to build their
understanding of the intent of the code when asked to make code compliance decisions.
Attendees will be better able to discuss critical concepts of the 2018 International Fuel
Gas Code®.
Instructors: Jerry Flanik, ICC Instructor
FRIDAY 2/8/19
Verifying HVAC Combustion Equipment Performance, Safety & Efficiency
Session 979
This course will be useful for all inspectors and technicians who are responsible for
installation, maintenance, inspection, evaluation or service of combustion heating
equipment.
Instructors: Bob Dwyer, CSME Carbon Monoxide Safety Association; Frank Spevak, The
Energy Conservatory
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ATTENTION
ICC CHAPTER PRESIDENTS!
Take advantage of a free day of attendance at the Institute.
Contact Roger Axel, AMBO Executive Officer, for details
raxelcodeguy@gmail.com | 952-217-2307
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2019 ICC Upper Great Plains Region III Educational Institute
Key Information
INSTITUTE HIGHLIGHTS
FULL-WEEK PROGRAMS
Forty-seven different seminars totaling 53 days of training offered
during the week. Twenty-five days of ICC seminars covering
numerous specialty topics including significant changes to the
2018 IBC, IRC & IFC. Veteran instructors include Doug Thornburg,
John Gibson, Roger Axel. Terrell Stripling, Kevin Scott & Jerry Flanik.
Steve Thomas, Colorado Code Consulting, will be returning
to present 5 days of IBC, IRC, IPMC, legal & ethics specialty
seminars. IAPMO staff will present 3 days of training on the 2015
UPC and the MN Plumbing Code.
MONDAY-FRIDAY
Kelvin Beene, past AACE President, and Marcus Kellum return to
present 5 days of training on communication and safety for code
enforcement inspectors.
Nine days of training on IFC specialty topics, including a 2-day
seminar on commercial fire plan review.
MONDAY-THURSDAY
Three multi-day ICC Certification Test Academies for Permit Techs,
Code Specialists & Housing Inspectors to prepare attendees for
the respective ICC certification exams.
MONDAY
AMBO Board Meeting
TUESDAY
AMBO membership meeting with Chapter Recognition Awards.
Traditional informal Dinner Outing at a local establishment.
WEDNESDAY
ICC Bookstore and the Trade Show that features numerous product
vendors.
Region III membership meeting with Chapter Recognition Awards.
MAHCO Chapter meeting.
FMAM Board meeting.
MN DLI Certification & Licensing exams. Separate registration through
MN DLI required. For details, visit www.dli.mn.gov
WEDNESDAY-FRIDAY
Bob Dwyer, Carbon Monoxide Safety Association, returns to present
3 days of inspection & safety training on carbon monoxide.

PREFERRED
EDUCATION
PROVIDER

All courses are
ICC Preferred Provider approved.

FRIDAY
MN State Fire Marshal’s staff presents a multi-topic fire safety
seminar.
Roger Axel, AMBO Executive Officer, returns to present a seminar
on Building Department Disaster Preparedness. Attendees receive a
copy of the Minnesota Disaster Preparedness Manual.
ICC Certification Exams. Separate registration through ICC required.
See pages 19-20 for details.
REGISTRATION INFORMATION
$160 per day
• Early Bird Discount: $145 per day.
• Multiple Day Discount: $145 per day when registration is for
4 or more days.
Early-bird Discount of $145 per day applies to registrations received
on or before January 4, 2019.
REGISTER EARLY
The most popular sessions fill up quickly and close early!
Registration includes instruction, handout materials, lunch and
break refreshments. Walk-Ins are accepted with limited availability.
ICC Chapter Presidents: Take advantage of a complimentary day of
registration. See page 17 for details.
CANCELLATION POLICY
Written requests for refunds must be received by the ICC on or
before January 18, 2019. Written requests may be submitted by
fax: 1-708-799-2651 or e-mail: lchagolla@iccsafe.org.
CONTINUING EDUCATION
Qualifying continuing education will be issued for each day of
attendance. Courses will be submitted for continuing education
recognition approval to the American Institute of Architects; the
State of Wisconsin and the Minnesota Department of Labor &
Industry Construction Codes and Licensing Division.

LOCATION
Oak Ridge Hotel & Conference Center
One Oak Ridge Drive
Chaska, MN 55318
• Free onsite parking
• Reservations: 877-874-6772
• Website: www.oakridgeminneapolis.com
• Be sure to mention you will be attending the ICC Region III
Educational Institute to receive the discounted institute rate of
$117.00 per room, plus tax.

Three Easy Ways to Register!
Register Online: www.iccsafe.org/RegionIII | Register by Fax: 1-708-799-2651
Register by Mail: ICC – Central Regional Office, 4051 Flossmoor Road, Country Club Hills, IL 60478
Walk-in Registration Accepted – Limited Availability
18
18
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2019 ICC Upper Great Plains Region III Educational Institute
Registration Form
7 a.m. Sign In • 8 a.m. Sessions Begin • 12 p.m. – 1 p.m. Lunch • 4:30 p.m. Conclusion

Complete ONE registration form per registrant. Registration form may be copied.
ICC Membership Number

Name for Badge

First Name/Given Name

MI

Last Name

Job Title
Jurisdiction/Organization
E-mail
Street Address

–
City

State

–

ZIP

–

–

Day Phone

–

Evening Phone

–

–

q I give ICC permission to use my contact information for future mailings.

Fax
Please indicate if you have dietary restrictions or require special accessibility or accommodations:__________________________________

REGISTRATION OPTIONS
Step 1: Select Courses (Put Session Number in Boxes)
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

MN LIC #
Thursday

Friday

Step 2: Select Payment
I am attending ALL 5 days—$800 (Enter class choices in the corresponding boxes)
I am attending 4 days—$640 (Enter class choices in the corresponding boxes)

$800 for 5 days $____________
$640 for 4 days $____________

I am attending less than 4 days (Enter class choices in the corresponding boxes)

PAYMENT OPTIONS

$160 per day, 1-3 days $____________
Subtotal: $____________

Payment Enclosed (Checks payable to: ICC)

Bill my ICC Membership No.

Early-bird Discount: $145 per day
$____________
Register by January 4, 2019.

Purchase Order No.___________________________________________
Total Due $____________

Copy of authorized P. O. required

REGISTER ONLINE at: www.iccsafe.org/RegionIII

FAX

708-799-2651

ONLINE

www.iccsafe.org/RegionIII

MAIL

4051 Flossmoor Road • Country Club Hills, IL 60478

If you need assistance or more information: 1-888-ICC-SAFE (422-7233), ext. 33821
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AMBO
C/O Jon Sutherland
712 Northwood Drive
Delano, MN 55328

Don’t delay. The most popular sessions fill up quickly and close early!
For the most up-to-date information, go to
www.iccsafe.org/RegionIII.

People Helping People Build a Safer World

®

